
The 2017 Cave Dog Red wine is made again from vines that gave us Bourriquot starting in 
1992. I had no idea back then that this project would have such a long life, but here we are, 
25 vintages later!

Two important facts about this vintage:  it was harvested 3 days before the disastrous wildfires 
that swept over California that October, thus was sheltered from any of the smoke that 
darkened our skies. You will have heard about “smoke taint,” and it’s real, but it affected only 
grapes still on the vines at that time.

The second vital fact is that the 2017 is exactly 50% each Merlot and Cabernet Franc, not 
because I chose to keep some wine out, but because the vineyard year gave us virtually the same 
amount of each (OK, 17 pounds more of Merlot). This has given a wine with exotic spice 
notes (pepper, cardamom, ginger) that I attribute mostly to the higher percentage of Franc. 
I was also able once again to co-ferment these two varieties, leading to earlier harmony between 
them and more resolved structure, like very fine leather.

On the palate its weight is consistent with that of the last 3 years (at a modest 13.9% alcohol), 
with soft tannins, not silky but very fine leather grain. It fills the palate graciously, but 
persistently, and develops more fruit presence with a little aeration. If I had to compare it to 
another vintage, because of the warmth of 2017 I would put it beside 2003, a vintage that I 
had imagined would not have the longest life, but is still showing beautifully today.

2017 Napa Valley Red Wine

Varieties: 50% Merlot, 50% Cabernet Franc
Vineyard: Beau Terroir Vineyard, Blocks D & F

Harvest: October 5, 2017
Finished Alcohol: 13.9%

Aging: 17 months in 225-liter French oak, 33% new Boutes Grande Reserve
Bottled: 304 cases, February 2018

www.cavedogwine.com
 


